CIO Update

**Canvas Pilot Test.** Jerry Waldron reported that this is going generally well. Eileen Alexy and John Kuiphoff shared that they have had positive feedback from students following a short initial adjustment period. The group discussed the transfer of TCNJ’s TurnItIn license from SOCS to Canvas during AY 2013-2014. Jerry Waldron said he would find out how early faculty will have access to their courses in Canvas for next fall. Karen Clark opened a discussion of faculty training for Canvas, the scheduling of this training, and its publicizing. The discussion included ideas regarding use of LionShare email updates, departmental meetings, and involvement of deans.

**Annual IT Workshop.** Jerry Waldron reminded ITPC that this is scheduled for May 15. All ITPC members are encouraged to attend.

**NJ Bond program passed in November.** Jerry Waldron reported that many proposals are being prepared and submitted that involve IT, including a proposal to construct a STEM building.
where Holman Hall is now. IT also submitted requests for the funding of network equipment replacement; a redundant fiber ring around the campus; funds to expand the virtual desktop Interface project; a refresh of network security devices; and funds for the new telephone switch. Proposals will be submitted March 11, with feedback by the end of the semester.

**Additional updates.** Jerry Waldron also reported that LiveText, a portfolio tool that can help students document the completion of certification-relevant training, is going to be adopted this fall in the School of Education. Faculty Senate has asked for a tool to use to streamline the tenure/promotion application process, and we are looking to them for some specifications concerning this tool. Online course feedback forms will be piloting with 10-12 faculty this spring. Full deployment is scheduled for the fall.

**Staffing changes and searches**

Jerry Waldron introduced Jeanette Wolinski at the start of the meeting. Searches for a replacement PeopleSoft developer, a new network administrator and a new network engineer are also underway.

**Updates from IT Directors and ITPM**

**Update from Sushma Mendu.** Updates included reports on the continued progress regarding movement of R25 to EMS as early as July; movement of PowerPark system to BossCars as early as the fall; search for a tool for creating student co-curricular transcripts; adoption of a mobile product (possibly High Point) that will include PAWS functionality. Sushma Mendu also reported that interviews are currently being scheduled for applicants to be developer I enterprise applications.

**Update from Shawn Sivy.** Updates included reports on continued installation of wireless internet in School of Business, Loser Hall, and Science Complex; transition of wireless users to DOT1X network; and possible adoption of campus security app called EmergenSee. Shawn Sivy also reported on two open searches: network administrator and network engineer.

**Update from Jeff Kerswill.** Updates included reports on updates to PrintSense charging; launch of online HelpDesk request tracking; plans to convert library printing system.

**Security Policy – password expiration**

Jerry Waldron reported that this policy will go into effect in October 2013. Wireless devices will need to re-sync with every password change.

**Status on ITPC list from Fall 2011**

Jerry Waldron opened discussion regarding ITPC’s role in governance and the possible need for a planning council (or similar group) that addresses instructional technology specifically. Most instructional technology support is ad-hoc, and discussion focused on usefulness of taking a more proactive approach. Jerry Waldron said he would approach Cindy Curtis and Faculty Senate about this issue.

**Next meeting:** Wednesday, April 3, from 1:30 to 2:50pm in President’s Conference Room of Green Hall